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The work of Eiko Ishioka (Greek)

In Memorium | Eiko Ishioka - Costume Designer | Spider-Man on Broadway

Closet Land (full-length movie)

Fashion in film w/ Nick Verreos. Episode 6: Immortals

Eiko Ishioka - Production Designer / Costum Designer

Designing Broadway: Paul Tazewell, Costume Designer of "Jesus Christ Superstar"

Mirror Mirror -- Crystallizing the costumes

Bram Stoker's Dracula Wins Costume Design: 1993 Oscars

The Costumes Are the Sets - The Design of Eiko Ishioka (Legendado PTBR)

The Making of Bram Stoker's Dracula - The design of Eiko Ishioka (deutsch untertitelt)

The Making of Bram Stoker's Dracula - The Making of Bram Stoker's Dracula ...

The Blood is the Life - The Making of Bram Stoker's Dracula ...
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